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MAIN HiSSULTS OF BN 6 0 0 REACTOR STRESS-STRAIN

STATE INVESTIGATIONS

Panov V.A.

The maximum- neutron fluence la In the region of neutron

guides. Its value la 1,5-10 n/cm. The vessel material la

O9X18H9 stalnleaa steal. The mechanical properties of weld

metal are of comparable strength with those of parent metal.

I. T!«?RODUCTION

The development of BN 600 fast reactor plant neceaaitated

the solution of a aeries of complex engineering problems inclu-

ding ones for confirming integrity of the most vital structural

componenta.

The particular attention was given to the Bain vessel since

reactor availability and safe operation of the plant as a whole

depend on vessel strength and Integrity.

The present report deals with the main results of theoreti-

cal and experimental investigations of the stress-strain state

of BN 600 reactor vessel carried out during designing, Btart and

initial bringing to the power.

II. PROBLEU DEFINITION

Tha problem of reactor vessel Integrity was investigated.

The reactor vessel comprises a thin walled spatial structure

consisting of a set of revolution shells and rings of various

stiffness (Fig. 1).

The primary circuit components are located on a circular

support structure. The support structure Is Installed on the

upper ring of the reactor vessel. 1 central course carries the

weight of rotary plugs and of fuel assembly loading-unloading

equipment. The excess pressure of inert gas above the coolant

surface does not exceed 0,03 UPa. During operation the reactor

vessel is subjected to varying, principally along the generatrix,

temperature field which Is characterized by maximum gradients

in the conical roof at gas-coolant interface amounting to

4 t = 250°C/m for all reactor operating conditions (steady-state

and transient).

2 . METHODS OF PROBLEM SOLUTION

The analysis of stress-strain-state of BN 600 reactor vessel
was done by calculation and experiment.

To carry out theoretical Investigations there were developed
and introduced into the design practice the methods based on
thin shells1 theory and finite element procedure In displacements
as wall as in mixed representation (displacements and forces).

The experimental study of stresses and strains was carried out
in the detail designing stage (on models), during start-field
adjustment;, initial bringing to the power and reactor vessel
operation.

3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

In detail designing stage the investigation of reactor vessel

model stress-strain state (scale 1«10) due to mechanical loads

was conducted. Thermoelaatic stresses were analysed on models

(scale 1i10) of some vessel units (conical heed, support struc-

ture etc.) at a given temperature field by optical polarizing

method with the use of mechanical simulating. The experimental

investigations carried out during design stage allowed to con-

firm the strength of main reactor vessel units and to verify the

design scheme choice. This work, however, involved certain dif-

ficulties, for example, complexity of models' fabrication, tem-

perature effects' imitating as well as impossibility to represent

the peculiarities of assembling procedure for a full-scale pro-

duct in models. This conditioned the approximate character of

experiments and was a motivation for providing the reactor with

tbermo- and tensometerlng system ("T and T") to obtain confident

information about reactor vessel temperature fields and stresses

Induced by them.
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The above system Is a set of transistors, thermocouples,

transformers, auxiliary devices, comuiunlcatlon lines and secon-

dary measurement devices.

The primary sensors (thermoresistors and thermocouples)

were located in 180 points of the vessel. Their Installation

scheme was chosen on the basis of temperature fields' and stresses'

design analysis. Processing and analysis of measurement results

was carried out with the use of computer.

H. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

As already mentioned the reaotor vessel stress-strain design

analysis was carried out with the use of procedures realized in

the form of programs designed for numerical analysis of elastic-

plastic behavior of thin walled axisymmetrlcal and spatial struc-

tures under dynamic and thermal effects.

The programs are based on the solution of the problem of step-

by-step integration of equilibrium equations with account to

sequency of temperature and stress Increments. The totality of

external effects is divided into several loading stages for each

of which a boundary problem la solved.

Equations describing elastic-plastic equilibrium of a struc-

ture in a loading stage are formed as a variatlonal problem for

a functionali

n = {ty fy /
where <1\ T^ - increments of volumetric and superficial

forces during the loading stage given in

the volume 7 of structure and for a part

of the surface El

"tZ. Ci/(J-r appropriate stress tensors, deformations

tu
and displacement field increments meeting

the kinematic boundary conditions i

_ pajrt of deformation tensor increment inclu-

ding Irreversible and thermal components.

options of thermal elasticity with strain hardening are used.

The numerical realization id done on the basis of finite

element method. The structure is represented in this case as

a set of interconnected structures - the structural formations

conceived as smooth parts of plates and shells made of homo-

geneous material. The substructure, in its turn, consists of

smaller formations - of finite elements each of them having

an outer loads, temperatures and displacements' modes distri-

bution law. Suoh an approach allowed to write the total functi-

onal as a sum of its separate partsi

n-zn^-5f n
where (1^ - part of the functional for substructure

with index "Krtj

llA.x- part of the functional for one finite

element with index "Z" belonging to

the substructure "K".

In schematization of axisymmetrical structures as a basic

model of finite elements for all substructures in the program

a finite element of truncated conical ehell with six degrees

of freedoms nodal displacements in meridional direction, dis-

placements normal to the median surface of the shelo and angles

of turn of median surface normal is used.

In the case of spatial structure scbematization, the pro-

gram uses as a base a plane triangular finite element with

9 unknown displacements In the direction of three axes of spa-

tial coordinate system and 5 unknown moments normal to the sides

of the element.

The transformation of the functional is carried out with

account to physical, geometrical correlations and transforma-

tion laws of shape functions and outer loadings in the finite

element. From the stationary condition of the functional a sys-

tem of algebraic equations describing the nodal displacements

of the structure waa obtained.

When wrote resolvent equation system, theory correlations of

thin plates and shells assuming small deformations and theory
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5. KAIN RESULl'S OF THEORETICAL IN7ESTIQATIOKS

OP REACTOR VESSEL STRESS-STRAIN STATE

To carry out the calculations, the actual structures of upper

lower vessel parts were replaced by scheme a which choice was

governed by geometry of these parts and loads applied. Idealiza-

tion of chosen schemes by finite elements was based on the follow-

ing principles!

possibly more complete geometrical approximation, in parti-

cular, of shells with a curved generatrix! confident description

of external effects transformation laws} obtaining for the regions

of concentration and joining several substructures solutions with

acceptable engineering accuracy. Flg-s 2,3 show the vessel design

schemes with their finite element discretization and the kinematic

boundary conditions representing actual Interconnections between

structures.

As input parameters for external effects (dynamic and thermal)

experienced by the reactor vessel during operation in the analysis

of reactor vessel stress-strain state during designing design

data were used.

The results of design investigations of reactor vessel stress-

strain state allowed to reveal its the most stressed parts, study

the deformation features at cyclic nonstationary thermal stresses

during reactor transients, to make the final estimate of strength

and life expectancy of reactor vessel for all reaotor operating

conditions.

Flg-s <i,| show qualitative tbermomechanlcal stress diagrams

for the reactor vessel during steady-state reactor operation.

The maximum mechanical stresses amount to 110 UPa (bottom tangent

zone of spherical surfaces with different radii) and the maximum

general thermomecbanlcal stress level is 190 UPa. The calculated

values do not exceed permissible stresses specified by Regulations.

From reactor operating conditions (steady-state and transient)

the design operating conditions were defined on which basis its

basic operation cycles were formed. The calculation results were

used for reactor vessel cyclic strength estimate for these cycles

according to "Regulations...". It is shown that for reactor life

the accumulated reliability for the most stressed reactor vessel

points is considerably below one. During reactor transients the

most severe thermal stresses occur mainly in two roactor vessel

zones< in the conical head at the gas-coolant Interface and In

the support structure. In the first zone the accumulated fail-

ability amounts to 0,02 at the stress amplitude 125 UPa, in the

second zone - 0,004 at the amplitude 75 UPa (point responsible

for vessel Integrity) and 0,025 at the amplitude 1'»5 MPa (point

nonresponsible for vessel integrity).

6. UA1N EXPERIMENTAL DATA

During the period of starting and initial bringing to the

power of the plant with the use of "T and T" system the data

about temperature and Btresa distribution in the reactor vessel

were obtained. The most interest focuses on the measurement per-

taining to the reactor vessel for the most characteristic

reactor operating conditions - steady-state as well as transient.

The analysis of temperature fields' and stresses distribution

allowed to make the following conclusionsi

1. As expected, the maximum temperature differential

and hence the maximum stresses in the vessel occur

In the conical head at gas-coolant Interface and

in the support structure.

2. The stresses In these zones (the sum of general

and local thermal stresses) are sufficiently high.

;}• The strength conditions are satisfied (values of

maximum stresses in Indicated zones proved to be com-

parable with design results during the design stage

as the ldenticlty of temperature fields obtained by

calculation and measured with the use of "T and T"

system is stated.

7. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THEORETICAL AND

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Besides of obtaining temperature fields and stresses' data

during full-scale experiments the equally important problem of

estimating the degree of reliability of strength analysis methods

applied during design, i.e. of estimating the accuracy of evalu-
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atlou or life expectancy for the most stressed reactor vessel

parts and to confirm Its safe operation during the guaranteed

life by processing Incoming information was solved. To this

end, using as input for temperature fields the "T and T" sys-

tem thermometering results, the calculations of reactor vessel

stress-strain state was made. The calculation results ware com-

pared with experimental data. Due to specific features of the

system and information obtained with its help, the discrete

analysis metod for design and experimental data was cbOBen ac-

cording to which only certain measurement points defining the

degree of the reactor vessel strength were compared. The main

results of the comparative analysis shown here are presented

in Flg-a 6,7,8. Calculated results are in a good agreement; with

experiment, i.e. reactor vessel stress-strain state theoretical

analysis was done with accuracy acceptable for engineering

calculations and as expected (see Fig-s 6,7,8) its results are

somewhat conservative. The latter are within framework: of design

scheme and method as finite element method gives for displace-

ments the estimate "above" for stress-strain state.

8. CONCLUSION

Thus experimental and theoretical investigations have shown

that BN 600 reactor vessel meets the static and cyclic strength

requirements which ensure Its reliable and safe operation.

h a . i Sti-600 reactor vessel.
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